Prior to the 15th May 1761 the present County of Albemarle and Nelson (Old Amherst) Farms included in Albemarle, and prior to the 13th day of January 1765, they were included in Gloucester County.

The first Surveyor was Major Wm. Mayo. The last record I have made by him is dated 17th Oct. 1764.

The second Surveyor was Col. Joshua Fry. The first record I have made by him is dated 18th Dec. 1764. He died in May 1767, and was succeeded by Col. Peter Jefferson who died 17th Aug. 1767. Who was the fourth Surveyor?

The number of Estates in Albemarle County in 1767 were Whites 1304 - Blacks 174 - Total 1478.

I suppose about a fourth or at most one third of these were in the bounds of "Old Amherst." In the following list, there are about 700 names. They all entered land in the County, or were in the County at the date given; some may have been in the County prior to the date given; some may not have settled in the County until after the date given, and some never lived in the county. In such instance I have given the earliest date at which I find them in the county. I have the names of about 200 of the early settlers of Old Albemarle (Prior 1761). This list is compiled from papers of my own, from Col. Fry, from kindly lent me by Mrs. J. Cabell, of Liberty Hall and from many other sources. Most of the land of Old Amherst, I believe, was entered before 1754, those who entered their land last in the county after this date generally did so by purchasing titles already made.

The greatest one, I think, was between 1746 and 1752. I will be very much obliged to any one for any addition to the list, or anything additional regarding any one on the list. I have additional data regarding many, and of the many others I know nothing more.

Alice Brown
P.O. Noowood
Nelson County
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A paper to be read.

Privy.

Property was one of the original town or county to which the colony of the New was divided in 1634. This old town remained untouched in New reaches nearly a hundred years. On July 17, 1634, (as I recollect, it was then), the old colony of the New covered all of New Hampshire.

On the 20th of July, 1634, (as I recollect), old Almamor county! This included some of the present county of Oldham, all of New Hampshire, and a part of Massachusetts. It contained about 200,000 acres. This included some of the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of May, 1635, the town was taken from the Proprietors, and on the 20th of June, 1635, the town was taken from the Proprietors. This was the first of the town of New Hampshire. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of September, 1636, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of April, 1637, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of May, 1638, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of June, 1639, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of July, 1640, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of August, 1641, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of September, 1642, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of October, 1643, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of November, 1644, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.

On the 20th of December, 1645, the town was taken from the Proprietors. The town was included in all of Oldham, the present county of Oldham, and a part of Massachusetts.
The population in the bounds of
Old Haverin in 1800 was about
2,000. 

In 1775, there was a white male
over 16 years old and a black of
both sexes over 15. 

I do not know the number of
inhabitants in Old Haverin prior
to the division of 1776, but I
suppose about 3,500. Of these,
about 1,500 were white males
over 18 and about 200, black
male and female over 16. 

After the division in 1776, Ambrose
had 1,149 inhabitants. Beacham
burned about the same, and Haverin
The remainder of the division being nearly
equal as to population. 

The population of Ambrose:

In 1776, females 1,149. Estimated White 550.

Males 1,243. 

1763. 1,243. 

1765. 1,310. 

1767. 1,110. 

1772. 2,122. 

1773. 2,658. 

1774. 2,875. 

1775. 2,875. 

1776. 2,356. 

1777. 2,676. 

1778. 2,647. 

1779. 2,947. 

1780. 3,657. 

1790. 2,000. 

*The population of Ambrose in 1776
White. 2,875. Total
Male. 1,243. 

1776. 1,243.

1775. 1,310.

1767. 1,110.

Males. 2,356.

1775. 2,875.

1776. 2,356.

1777. 2,676.

1778. 2,647.

1779. 2,947.

1780. 3,657.

1790. 2,000.

Female. 2,625.

1776. 2,625.

1777. 2,625.

1778. 2,625.

1779. 2,625.

1780. 2,625.

Grand Total 5,298. 2,750. 8,048

5. The population of Ambrose in 1776
Total number of Whites 3,236.

Black. 526.

Total. 3,762.

13. 90.

The population of Ambrose in 1790, 55,260.

While 1776 there was a continual in-
crease of population, both from
the first they were coming and going all
the time; but about that year,
and from that year, for many years
afterwards, there was a great
march from this section
to the South, Southwest and
West.
This section was settled by immigrants from the State of North Carolina, on the Savannah River, settled first on the Savannah and later on the Oconee River. The eastern part of South Carolina was occupied by the Cofitacheque Indians, who lived along the coast, on the border of Georgia. The western part of South Carolina was settled by the Cherokee Indians. The section was surveyed and patented in 1788.

The land on which the township is located and the surrounding defects in the title are not clear. The following is a list of the landowners in the township:

- David Brown
- John Smith
- Robert Johnson
- James Lee
- William Davis

The land is located in the northeast section of the township, near the boundary with North Carolina. The section was surveyed and patented in 1788.
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Boyd, W. J. a.
  - William a.
  - John b.
  - James c.
  - John d.
  - Mary e.
Browne, Henry a.
  - Sarah a.
  - John b.
  - William c.
  - Mary d.
  - Edward e.
  - John f.
  - James g.
  - Sarah h.
  - Mary i.
  - John j.
  - Sarah k.
  - James l.
  - Edward m.
  - John n.
  - Sarah o.
  - James p.
  - Edward q.
  - John r.
  - Sarah s.
  - James t.
  - Edward u.
  - John v.
  - Sarah w.
  - James x.
  - Edward y.
  - John z.
  - Sarah aa.
  - James ab.
  - Edward ac.
  - John ad.
  - Sarah ae.
  - James af.
  - Edward ag.
  - John ah.
  - Sarah ai.
  - James aj.
  - Edward ak.
  - John al.
  - Sarah am.
  - James an.
  - Edward ao.
  - John ap.
  - Sarah aq.
  - James ar.
  - Edward as.
  - John at.
  - Sarah au.
  - James av.
  - Edward aw.
  - John ax.
  - Sarah ay.
  - James az.
  - Edward ba.
  - John bb.
  - Sarah bc.
  - James bd.
  - Edward be.
  - John bf.
  - Sarah bg.
  - James bh.
  - Edward bi.
  - John bj.
  - Sarah bk.
  - James bl.
  - Edward bm.
  - John bn.
  - Sarah bo.
  - James bp.
  - Edward bq.
  - John br.
  - Sarah bs.
  - James bt.
  - Edward bu.
  - John bv.
  - Sarah bw.
  - James bx.
  - Edward by.
  - John bz.
  - Sarah ca.
  - James cb.
  - Edward cc.
  - John cd.
  - Sarah ce.
  - James cf.
  - Edward cg.
  - John ch.
  - Sarah ci.
  - James cj.
  - Edward ck.
  - John cl.
  - Sarah cm.
  - James cn.
  - Edward co.
  - John cp.
  - Sarah cq.
  - James cr.
  - Edward cs.
  - John ct.
  - Sarah cu.
  - James cv.
  - Edward cw.
  - John cx.
  - Sarah cy.
  - James cz.
  - Edward da.
  - John db.
  - Sarah dc.
  - James dd.
  - Edward de.
  - John df.
  - Sarah dg.
  - James dh.
  - Edward di.
  - John dj.
  - Sarah dk.
  - James dl.
  - Edward dm.
  - John dn.
  - Sarah do.
  - James dp.
  - Edward dq.
  - John dr.
  - Sarah ds.
  - James dt.
  - Edward du.
  - John dw.
  - Sarah dx.
  - James dy.
  - Edward dz.
  - John ea.
  - Sarah eb.
  - James ec.
  - Edward ed.
  - John ef.
  - Sarah eg.
  - James eh.
  - Edward ei.
  - John ej.
  - Sarah ek.
  - James el.
  - Edward em.
  - John en.
  - Sarah eo.
  - James ep.
  - Edward eq.
  - John er.
  - Sarah es.
  - James et.
  - Edward eu.
  - John ev.
  - Sarah ew.
  - James ex.
  - Edward ey.
  - John ez.
  - Sarah fa.
  - James fb.
  - Edward fc.
  - John fd.
  - Sarah fg.
  - James fh.
  - Edward fj.
  - John fj.
  - Sarah fk.
  - James fl.
  - Edward fm.
  - John fn.
  - Sarah fo.
  - James fp.
  - Edward fq.
  - John fr.
  - Sarah fs.
  - James ft.
  - Edward fu.
  - John fv.
  - Sarah fw.
  - James fx.
  - Edward fy.
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Carrington, George 3rd

Caroll, Richard

Carrow, James

Carter, John

Carter, Abraham

Carter, Edward

Carter, Peter

Carter, William

Cartwright, John

Cathcart, John

Catholic, Alexander

Catholic, Thomas

Cavendish, William

Chalmers, Charles

Chalmers, William

Chamberlain, John

Chamberlain, William

Chamberlain, William

Chamberlain, Robert

Chambers, Robert

Chambers, Robert

Chamberlain, Abram

Chester, Richard
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Chester, Richard

Chester, Richard
Chi Col.

Chase, Alexander (a)
Chesnutt, Cy. John (a)

Cheat, Augustine, Esq.

Christian, Charles, 6th. 1717, 1718.
David, 6th.
Dray, 6th.
Dyke, 6th.

Georg. 6th.

Capt. Henry. 6th. 1717, 1718
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Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.
Hil - Hou.

Hilley, Thomas b. 85.
Hilliard, George a. 5. 67. ok. am.
* George a.
* John a.
Hind, Thomas a.
Hinton, Wm. 85.
Hill, Wm. a.
Hill, James b. 85.
* John a.
* John a.
* Willa a.
Hillman, John a. 85.
* William a. 18. 67. am.
* Robert a. 17. 65.
* Robert a. 85.
* Robert a. 85.
Hogg, John a. 85.
* John a. 85.
* Peter a. 85.
* Seagull, Anthony a.
* Hadden a.
* Haddon, a.
* Hadden, Capt. a.
* John a.
* William a.
* Michael a.
* Off a.
* Molly a.
* Richard a. 85.
* Q a.
* Sally a. 85.
* Sarah a. 85.
* Willy a.
* John a.
* John a.
* John a.
* John a.
* John a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
* Peter a.
Honeynam, Mr. 21, 31
Howard, Abraham, q.f.
Judge, Allen, a. aq. 1740
Hill, a.

Knowles, Benjamin, q.f.
Coombe,... 1717

Nash, Thomas, 21

North, Jeremiah, 21

Peale, Mr.

Quarles, Samuel.
Haines, Silas.
Andrews, John.

Reeder, 21

Shepherd, Aaron, q.f.

Garrison, a.

Gates, Henry, 21

Gambill, Samuel, 21

Hunt, Thomas, 21

Reeder, David, 21

Johns, a.

Hunt, Thomas, 21

Hunt, John, 21, 31

Dorman, Joseph, 21

Jones, John, 21

Irwin, George, 21

James, a.

Gates, David, 21

David, C.

James, a.

Irvine, Charles, 21

Irwin, Mr.

Irwin, John.

Irwin, a.

Irvine, Michael, q.f.

Jackson, John, 21

Jackson, a.

James, 21

James, a.

James, a.

James, a.

James, a.

James, a.
John Dunlap
556
Thomas D. 6/25/62.2.46.23.8
- - 7/35.9.5.17.7.11. au.
- - 7.5.11.5.17.11.
Jordan, Jordan
- - 3.1.5.3.1.3.3.5
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
- - 3.5.3.3.3.3.5.
Mag. Mat.

McIntire, Ben... Wm. a.
Malone, Daniel... Wm. a.
Metcalfe... Wm. a.
Melony, James a.
Mem. Wm. a.
Mehray... Wm. a.
Mann, Edward a.
Manley, James a.
Mann, Wm. a.
Man, Daniel a.
Manning, Benjamin a.
Miller, Peter a.
Mann, Samuel a.
Mansfield, John a.
Massal, Richard a.
Markham, Samuel 52 a. 2. 1726.

Mart, Jordan a.
Martin, John a.
Marshall, Wm. a.
Martin John a.
Martin, Wm. a.

Mathew, John a.

David a.
Henry a.
Jane a.
Ed.

Green a.
T. a.

N. a.
Peter a.
Robert 5 a.
Roderick, Capt.
Stephan, a.
Cpt. Thomas a.

William, John of Ireland a.

Macee, Thomas a.
Masters, James a.
Matthew, John a.

Matthew, Wm. a.

George, John a. in 1709.

Joseph, a.

Pierce, a.

Wm. 6 a.

Joseph, a.

Richard, a.

Sampson, a.

Thom. 6 a.

William, a.
Maggie
Milton
Wilm
Merriman
Meriwether
Merrimother
Merritt
Mill
Millard
Miller
Mills
Mitchell
Morrison
Morris
Montgomery
Moore
Moorefield
Moorefield
Morrison
Moss
Morris
Mount
Moffatt
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Montgomery
Moore
Motley
Moore
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Motley
Moody
Montgomery
Mo
Montgomery, Michael J. 1816
- Je. 2
- Robert 2 1839
- Mr. Sarah 24, Nov. 28, 1792
- Sanders c.
- Thomas c.
- W. 5, 1835
- William c. 2 1835

Moody, Edward 2
- John 2
- Wm. 2

Moor, Timothy 2
- Aug. 2
- June. 24, 1785, son of Francis.
- Bernard 2
- David c.
- Francis b.
- John c.
- James 2
- 1795, son of Francis.
- Son of The Pasr. 2
- Matthew c.
- Nicholas c.
- Robert c.
- Samuel c.
- Thomas 2
- William 2
- R. 2
- John c.

Morgan, John 1783
- Nicholas 1786

Morrison, Mr. 2
- Achilles 2
- Martha c.
- Miss c.
- Ann c.
- Morgan, Charles Gilbert 2
- Francis 2
- Benjamin. 2
- John c.
- 1786
- Lewis c.
- Robert c.
- Thomas c.
- Wm.

Morris, Daniel 1825
- Keg c.
- James c.
- John 2
- Francis 2
- Philip c.
- Thomas c.
- William c.
- Jonathan c.

Morris, John 1825
- 1819
- 2.
- 2.
- 1812
- 1825
- 1812
- 1825
- 1825
- 1825
- 1825
- 1825
- 1825
- 1825
New-Pow-}

New- Francis 5. au 1.5.
  William a.
Wright- George a.
Newton- Thomas a.
Nicholas  George a. d. 1756.
  John a. 1758. d. 1768. 1758. 1758.
  John a. 1766. 1758. 1766.
  John a. 1766.
  1758. 1758.


W. 3a. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.

N. 1758.
Country:

Roger, Jonathan, a.

Richard, I., a.

A., b. or.

Primary.

Anton, 1st, a. 16, 175, 1856.

Frank.

Ben.

John, 2nd.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.

J. 5th, 1787.
Smith, Thomas (schoolmaster)

Snead, Jemima

Spicer, Samuel, 1st Apr 1781

Steele, Francis, a

Steele, Frances, a

Steele, James, 2nd Apr 1781
Trask, David...
Welsh, James
  - Born a. 1546
  - Died a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - John, a.
  - Edward, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a. 1765

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
  - Born a.
  - John, a.
  - David, a.
  - Robert, a.
  - Thomas, a.

Welsh, John
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Woody John a
Worldridge (Worldridge) Thomas a

Northam George b
Wrenn John b sr.
Wright Nobilas a 29


Andres b sr.
Augustus b 6, 16
Benjamin b
Charles b sr.
David a
Ellis b sr.
Francis a

George b sr.
Jedidiah a
James b 31, 36


Grady b sr. 16, 6, 27, 26, 27, 28
John c sf.

of Micmamcaty a


Menos b 31, 6 sr.
Moses b sr.
Robert b sr. 36, 6, 87
Thomas c sf 17, 24


William a 55, au
William b sr.


Wyatt Thomas b au 1770 "of King William"
Yancey Charles b 17, 22, 31, 32
Yarbrough Giswold c sf
Thomas Griggs a
Yates John c sf

William a


Young Israel c sf
John a